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The im_recv_im plugin is used to proxy messages from the senders account to a different screen name (or user). This
can be used to "hot" forward your screen name to another user or even another machine at work. You can "hot" forward
any account that supports forwarding (ie: regular AIM users as well as Mobile users). This plugin works well with
Firewalls and proxy servers and helps AIM users who are away. "Hot" forwarding allows you to stay "connected" to the
IM networks even while away. It allows you to reply to messages and receive all of the messages without having to miss
out on anything. The im_recv_im plugin allows you to check your inbox from a "safe" address. This is helpful when you
are working on things at work that are too "sensitive" for normal work and can be logged. The "safe" address is the
"shortcut" to your account. Features: Account Forwarding If an AIM user is away or at work, you can use the
im_recv_im plugin to forward messages to another screen name (ie: a work address). When your Away screen name is
in use, the im_recv_im plugin will forward messages to your backup screen name. This allows you to receive messages
while away without missing out on anything. This plugin uses the current account to forward messages. This means that
if you are using multiple accounts with this plugin, you will need to configure the plugin to forward to the proper
account. Mobile/AIM users that use the AIM Viewer can use the im_recv_im plugin to forward messages to a work
address. Forward Security Options The im_recv_im plugin provides the option of only letting the senders IP address
connect to your screen name. By default, this plugin will let everyone connect to your screen name. However, if your
Firewall or Proxy server is set to only allow the IP address of "important" contacts, this plugin will work great for you.
Option to Ignore Messages from Auto-Responders The im_recv_im plugin has an option to tell it to ignore any auto-
responder messages that are "queued" to your forward account. If you don't want any messages from someone who has
setup auto-responders to appear in your account, this option will let you ignore them. Option to Disable Message
Queuing The im_
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1. Use gaim-assistant-macro in your gaimrc as the name of the macro. (e.g. gaim-assistant-macro) 2. Set the name of the
recipient for the forward. 3. Set the forward options. (see below) 4. Set the secondary recipient, for a group chat. 5. Set
"Message Forwarded As" 6. In the Macro Recipient field you should use an alias. E.g. alias="Doom_2000". 7. After
sending the macro, you can press "send" in gaim to get the forwarded message. 8. You can re-send the macro as many
times as you want. 9. You can ignore the forward reply with "n". 10. You can "ignore" the forward. If you want to test
your macro, there is a small dialog, next to the "gaim-assistant-macro". You can change the options to your liking. For
now, these options are what they are. I would like to hear any new ideas or suggestions people may have for the future.
Options: Account Forwarding 1. 0 - No forwarding 2. 1 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender. 3. 2 - Send an Auto-
Reply to the original sender and forward to the forwarded account. 4. 3 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 5. 4 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 6. 5 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 7. 6 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 8. 7 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 9. 8 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 10. 9 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 11. 10 - Send an Auto-Reply to the original sender and
forward to the forwarded account and the original sender's id. 12. 11 - Send 1d6a3396d6
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What's New In?

￭ Forward messages to your current Gaim account from a different Gaim account. ￭ Set your current Gaim profile as
the default forwarder for your Gaim account. ￭ Gaim Assistant can be used at any time, and supports multiple users. ￭
This plugin is a continuation of the old GTalk Assistant. It will forward messages from users you know (friends and
family, etc) to your current profile's XMPP account, while messages from unknown users will be queued until your
current profile is available. ￭ The plugin will also try to recognize when your current account is offline and will forward
messages to the account that is online. The account that is online will be able to send messages back. This plugin tries to
limit the amount of messages it sends back, and tries to send a message back if it can't determine if the other account is
available. ￭ What to Expect: ￭ Forwarding messages will not affect your current Gaim account. ￭ Forwarding messages
will not affect your status of the Gaim buddy list. ￭ You can turn off forwarding of messages in your settings. ￭ If your
current profile is unavailable you will still be able to send and recieve messages on your Gaim client. Messages from
your other account will be queued until your current profile is available. ￭ If your current profile is available but you
have disabled the forwarding of messages you will still be able to send and recieve messages from your other account.
Messages from your other account will be queued until you are able to send messages back. ￭ If your current profile is
unavailable but you have enabled the forwarding of messages you will still be able to send and recieve messages from
your other account. Messages from your other account will be queued until your current profile is available. ￭ This
plugin was written to function the way I think it should. If you have any problems with this plugin please let me know so
that I can modify it to be what you want it to be. Use this plugin to get your Gaim account working over mobile phones.
There is no need to change any settings on your Gaim account to make this work. This plugin will forward messages
from friends and family to your phone, and leave you to do what you want on your PC. What this plugin does is
transparently forward messages from other people to your phone. If a friend sends you a message on Gaim, this plugin
will forward the message to your phone. It will continue to do this as long as the plugin is enabled. I
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System Requirements For Gaim Assistant:

OS: Windows 7, 8.1 and Windows 10 64-bit Processor: 1.5 GHz or faster Core i5 Memory: 2 GB Graphics: 1024MB or
more Hard disk: 8 GB Network: Internet connection Additional Requirements: A high-speed internet connection
Microsoft.NET Framework 4.6, Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable or higher. This software is only supported on
Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10. A free active Microsoft account is
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